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A comprehensive effort Involving members of both
the General Atomic Company (UA) and the Argonne
National Laboratory (AND has been undertaken to define
the objectives, criteria and potential systems design
solutions that accrue to che tritium handling systems
for the next logical step in tokamak reactor develop-
ment (TNS). A primary focus of these activities has
bean a systematic analysis of fuel cycle parameters
and trade studies on the sensitivity of these param-
eters to reactor design and operating conditions.
Principal results of these analyses and an assembly of
potentially useful daslgn concepts for various sub-
systems o( the fuel cycle are presented.

Introduction

INS trltluo handling eyatams represent signifi-
cant extrapolations in bath • !" and scopa over chose
planned for ch» TFTR, primarily because lor the first
time a complete furl cycle. Including impurity removal
and Isotope separation, will be required, Indeed, as
presently conceived, che INS tritium handling systems
Hill be functionally much closer to those of a power
reactor. Design solutions proposed for these systems,
due to the present conceptual nature of TNS design,
oust be applicable over a wide range of machine dimen-
sions and operating scenarios. In order to determine
tha sensitivity of tritium system parameters to reactor
engineering, plasma, and operational characteristics,
a tritium systems code (ICODE) was developed at ANL
and used to carry out a wide range of parametric
analyses. A discussion ef TNS tritiua systems and
che major results of parametric analyses using TCODE
is presented below.

System Design Description

This section presents a discussion of tritium
systems designs. The designs presented are Intended
to be general, that is, qualitatively applicable to a
vide range of operational concepts. In order to
eacablish quantitative reference points over the range
of possible TNS sceneries, two specific designs are
defined: TNS (referred to as Ignition Test Reactor -
ITR - In other general Atomic papers on this program) -
a relatively email, low duty factor machine designed to
operate as an ignition tast reactor; and TNS-UP
(referred to as che Upgradable Ignition Test Reactor -
UITR - elsewhere) — a larger upgradable machine capable
of ultimately operating at high duty factor and demon-
strating the feasibility of producing electrical power.
Significant tritium system* parameters defining these
two designs are presented in Teble 1.

Rial Cycle

Hose tritium handling systems comprising che
tritium facility of a non-breeding tokamak fusion
plant are directly Involved with the fuel cycle.
These tncludr system* for torus evacuation, fual puri-
fication, lsotopic enrichments plasma fueling and fuel
storage. Dependent only Indirectly on the fuel cycle

Table 1
TRITIUM FACILITY AND VACUUM SYSTEM PARAMETERS

FOR THE CA/AKL TNS and TNS-UP

PLASMA AND BURN CYCLE

Burn time (a)
Dwell cine (s)
Lag time (a)
Duty factor
Plant availability factor
Power per burn pulse (MW)
Ion density (partlcles/m1)
Plasma volume (m3)
Particle confinement tine (s)
Reflection coefficient '
Fractional burnup

TORUS EVACUATION SYSTEM
PARAMETERS

Evacuation volume (m2)
Surface area (ii>2)
Number of ducts
Duct diameter (m)
Duct length (n)
Number of pumps,
Operating
Total

Speed/pump (m-Vs)*
Pump capacity* (Pa-m^)
Pump loading factor*
Post burn gas temp (K)
Post burn gas pressure (Pa)
Preburn pressure (Pa)
Minimum duct diameter (m)
Fixed regeneration time (h)
Required pump capacity (Ps m3)
Capacity required pump speed*
Required pump speed (m3/s)

TRITIUM AND FUEL PROCESSING
PARAMETERS

Tritium exhaust/day (g) .
Annual tritium consumption (kg)
Annual cost of tritium (SM)
Total tritium Inventory (g)
Mean pump inventory (g)
Storage [30 days burn] (g)
Surge tank (g)
Liquefaction-still (g)
Distillation columns (g)
Fuel preparation (g)

Helium exhaust per day (g)
Protiua exhaust per day (g)
Carbon exhaust per day (g)
Oxygen exhaust per day (g)
Nitrogen exhaust per day (g)
Argon exhaust per day (g)
Neutral beam duration (s)
Total gas load/injector (Fa-m3)
Number of injectors
Total beam power (MW)

TNS

30.0
270.0
2.0
0.100
0.200
390.0
1.48E+20
255.0
1.63
0.970
0. 124

314.0
349.0
3
0.50

a.oo
3
6
25.0
3332
0.83
373.2
5.51E-O1
4.00E-03
0.411
4
2766
20.7'
3.34

42.18
0.44
3.05
258.3
4.7
178.9
2.8
5.4
6.1
60.5
7.950
0.321
1.926
0.154
0.135
1.2B4
5.00
33. oO
6
60.00

TNS-UP

90.0
30.0
2.0
0.750
0.500
465.f)
l.*OE+20
335.0
1.5.1

0.')?n
0. '87

443.0
449.0
12
O.'.'O
8.00

12
24
50.0
6666
0.S3
373.2
9.27E-01
4.00E-O3
0.632
4
4105
30.79
23. «a

232.4
9.74
68.16
1794.8
22.6
1599.6
3.9
7.3
10.3
150.7
71.092
1.905
U.430
0.914
0.300
7.620
5.nn
33.60
6
60.00
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Table I (Cont inued)

TKITIUH AMD FUEL PROCESSING
PARAMETERS:(Cantinued)

Bean energy (keV)
Diucerlurj Injected per day (g)
Deuterium In D° beam pumps Cu)
Tritium in 0° beam pumps (R)
Number of burns per day
TritUm gas f i l l (g/d»y>
Tritium fueling (g/day)
Total deuterium teed (g/dcy)
Deuterium gas t i l l (a/Jay)
Deuterium fueling (u/dfty)

EMERGENCY CLEANUP SYSTEM
PARAMETERS -

Volume of r e a c t o r hldit. (to-*)
r l o v r a t e Co EDS ( I /mln)
Flow r a c e Co EDS (m J / s )
Removal eff iciency
Cleanup time Cor major s p i l l , (h)
Unic coat for EDS (S/m^-s-t)
Coat for EDS ($)

THS

150.00
11.95
47.67
0.57
28B
27.17
20.97
20.14
11.17
8.77

I.OQE+05
0.41
6.86
0.99
48.00
1.06E+06
8.27E+06

TNS-UP

150.00
29.88
119.17
1.46
720
84.42
201.33
160.62
47.45
113.16

1.00E+05
0.45
7.43
0.99
48. Ml
1.06E+O6
8.88E+06

REACTOR BUILDING TRITIUM FACILITY BUILDING

Cryaaorpclon opcion.

are systems for air handling and de tr i t i a t lon and for
tr i t ia ted waste disposal. These ara discussed sep-
arately belov.

Torus Evacuation Syaten. The principal duty of
Che Corus evacuation system is the pumpdown of the
plasma chamber between discharges such that impurity
concentrations are reduced to leve ls acceptable for
Init iat ion of the following discharge. Analyses have
shown chac a pumpdown pressure between discharges of
4.0 mPa i s suff icient to accomplish th i s requirement.
Secondaiy requirements specify ?hat the torus evacua-
tion system be capable of handling the final stages of
a pumpdown from atmospheric W.j. , following up-Co-air
maintenance) and be adequate for plasma chamber con-
ditioning operations. This lat ter requirement indeed,
could be l imiting under some circumstances. The u l t i -
mate pressure Is set by conditioning requirements to
about 0.1 uPa.

Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the
fuel cyc le , including identif icat ion of major compo-
nents and interfacing logic .

Starting at the torus the f i r s t major system in
the direct ion of flow i s the torus evacuation system.
Gas e x i t s the plasma chamber through a system of ducts
which vary strongly in number and requis i te diameter
with overal l machine design and operational choices
(Table 1 ) . In the present TNS design the vacuum pene-
trations to the torus are integral with Che neutral
beam ducts , thereby minimizing the to ta l number of
penetrations of the flrsc wall . A right angle bend,
a neutral bean shield plug, and an i< 8-m length
provide adequate protection of downstream vacuum com-
ponents from neutron streaming. The f i r s t active
component of the torus evacuation system encountered
by the ex i t ing gas Htream i s 'the conductance limiter,
a device deuigned to Isolate the main •.-imps from the
torus during startup. The extent to which partlculate
debrl* can be transported uloim che vacuum ducts i s
unknown, but t t may be necessary to have some form of
debris aeparator Use Fig. 1) in order to prevent con-
tamination of downstream fuel cycle systems with
••maa-aetlv* partlculata matter from the f i r s t wall.

1. TORUS 14.
2. DEBRIS SEPARATOR IS.
3. VACUUM PUMPS 16.
4. SAFETY SURGE TANK 17.
5. REGENERATION PUMPS 18.
6. CONSOLIDATION MANIFOLD 19.
7. TRANSFER PUMPS 20.
8. COMPRESSOR 21.
9. IMPURITY REMOVAL 22.

10. ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT 23.
11. D-T STORAGE 24.
12. FUEL BLENDER 25.
13. COLD FUEL INJECTOR 26.

D 2STORAGE
D 2 SUPPLY
NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR
BEAM PUMPING SYSTEM
FUEL LIQUIFIER
PELLET INJECTOR
Tj RECEIVER/STORAGE
HELIUM REMOVAL
HOLDING TANK
T 2 SUPPLY HOOKUP
PURGE/EFFLUENT PROCESSING
WASTE CONSOLIDATION
WASTE DISPOSAL

Fig. I. TNS fuel cycle layout

The next major components encountered are che
main vacuum pumps. Considerable attention has been
devoted to the selection of che most appropriate
vacuum pump for TNS and the results to date ir.ay be
summarized as follows: Cryopumping uas found to be
the most satisfactory choice over the entire range of
possible pumping requiremants and, indeed, is the sole
choice at the very high speeds characteristic of
TNS-UP and subsequent generations of fusion reactors.
(For a small, low duty factor device, turbomolecular
pumping is a reasonable alternative.) Of the many types
of cryopumping a cryocondensation/gas bearing turbopump
hybrid is currently the leading choice for TNS. The
most promising option over a longer time scale appears
to be a compound cryosorption pump of the type
described by Watson.1 Both types of pumps will be
tested on the TSTA at Los Alamos2 and one or more
options should be qualified urior to a final design
decision for THS.

Vacuum pump regeneration must be accomplished in
as shcrt a time as possible in order to minimize the
relatively vulnerable tritium inventory depor.UeJ on
the cryopump surfaces. A reKeneratlon cycle period
(including time for cooling down) nf four hours uas
determined to be reasonable for both TNS scenario*.
A large vacuum Isolation vulve located in advance of
the pumpa, allows their regeneration and proLccts
them from high pressure events such as up-co-ali"
maintenance. The size and lifetime requirements
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of th« isolation valva represent an extension ol
present day technology, hence this valva has bean
earmarked as a high prioticv development item.

The methodology for intermediate compression of
the fuel istroaa=(tO-' to lO* Pa) required for cryopump
regeneration h«a alsozbeeh identified as a oajoc: devel-
opaantice«. Turbomalecular pumps are.probably the
best choice axithls timei but the turbo-option suffers
from the disadvantageous possibility that:oil or bear-
ing gaa cancontaminate(che fuel stream and that trit-
ium contamination of bearing fluids can occur• As
Indicated in Fig. 1, component 6, the Multiple gas
streams from the regeneration turbapumps ace then
consolidated into a single stream which is passed out
of the reactor toon and into the tritium facility,
kcauaa the bulk of the total plane tritium inventory.
Including all inventory in fuel processing and storage,
is located within it, the tritium facility is s lined
containment atructure. This arrangement serves to
(•due* tha nagnitude and the affects of both normal and
accidental releases.

Fuel Pcocsaalng System. Further compression of
tha gaa stream exiting the reactor room and enter-
ing the tritium facility U achieved by a aeries
of oetal bellows (or wabble) pumps followed by
& diaphragm compressor. Pressures of 0*1 - 0.4 HPa
suitable for entry into th« fuel purification subsys-
tem, are attained. The first stage of fuel purifica-
tion, item 9 of Fig. I, is designed to remove all
chemical lnpurltles except Ha from cha fuel stream
and, further, to recover as completely as practicable
the tritium associated with those impurities. The
condenaable Impurity levels oust be reduced to < 1 ppm
so that proper speratlon of the cryogenic distilla-
tion cascade will be assured. Impurity removal is
accomplished either by cryogenic trapping at 30 K
followed by t" t geei jrinR of the trapped species on Mb
at 1300 K, or by a series of cryochenlcsl processes.2
The probable impurity species, amounts, and origins^
are shown in Table 2. Removal of helium is accom-
plished by a cryogenic stripping column.

The fuel stream is now contaminated only by pro-
tlum but Is also strongly depleted in tritium (from
addition of neutral beam deuterium). Frotiuo is

Tab la 2

ANTICIPATED IMPURITY SPECIES

Elemental
Species
(Atom t)

He (5-20X)

H (II)

C (0.02-tZ)

0 (0.3Z)

H (0.06X)

Ar (< O.25I)

si (o.ott)r

Principal
Molecular Species

He

OH, TH, wster

Methane and
acetylene

water, CO, O2

Nji ammonia

AT

Sllanes?

Possible Sources

Fusion reactions

Outgasslng, permeation
leakage

First wall or limlter
erosion, pump oils,
initial construction

Air inleakage, out-
gassing, coolant leaks
(water)

Air inlaakage,
outgasslng

Air inleakage, flush-
lag, welding, plasaa
shutdown

First wall or limitar
erosion

renoved and the fuel stream enriched in tritium by the
cryogenic distillation subsystem (Item 10 in Fig. 1).
Protlum removal and lsotopic enrichment of the purl-
fled fuel stream is achieved by a 4-coIumn cryogenic
distillation cascade (with one equillbrator) that
operates between 750 and 1500 torr as described In
Refii;?i: Lsince^tritlum .and protlum will tend to
accumulate in the neutral beam recycle stream, a por-
tion of that 3tream is also processed by the distilla-
tion cascade. The output streams from the cascade
are: a waste HD stream containing low levels of
tritium, a > 99Z pure D2 stream for the neutral beams,
and a DT stream enriched in tritiua for refueling.

The next major component, Item 2 in Fig. 1, is
the fuel blender where D-T makeup is added from -tor-
age an£ final D/T ratio adjustments are made. Storage
la aa a solid tritlde, possibly UT3 (though a less
pyrophoric material is desirable). The storage vault
will be compartmentalized and barricaded, have an
inert atmosphere and be equipped with redundant con-
trols! monitors, and fall-safe valving.

Fuel is transported an a gas through automat-
ically actuated, isolation valving on each side ut
the tritium facility boundary. The stream then
divides, one portion leading to a small, low pressure,
gaseous fuel delivery tank (Item 13) and the other to
a fual liquefier (Item 18) followed by a pellet manu-
facture and injection subsystem (Item 19). These
units complete the fuel cycle.

Gaseous Detrltlation. All the fuel cycle sub-
systems and waste disposal systems, all interfacing
hardware and all piping will be secondarily contained.
The associated secondary atmospheres (air, N;, Ar
and He) will be processed continuously with separate
decritiatlon systems designed specifically for the
carrier gas Involved. Where practicable stripped
tritium from these streams will be recovered.

Two emergency detritiation systems (EDS), one
for the reactor room and one for the tritium facility
are planned. The larger of these is the reactor
building EOS. It is sized for a 2-day nominal
re-entry time following a major spill. Details are
given in Table 1. The tritium facility EDS is smaller
by a factor of ^ 10 but may be expected to operate
nor* frequently. Small subsystems for the disposal
of low level gaseous, liquid and solid trltlated
wastes will be located in the tritium facility.
Techniques appropriate for these duties, involving
solidification for critiatcd water (tritium in iJses
will be converted to water) and absorption on vcrmic-
ulite for trltiated oils, have been developed.4 Dis-
posal of tritium by impregnation in concrete has also
been reported.3

Parametric Trade Studies

Systematic analyses of tritium facility require-
ments have been carried out for a wide range of pos-
sible TNS scenarios. Base case parameters for the
two spacific scenarios addressed in this report, TNS
and TNS-UP, are listed in Table 1. Analyses of tha
sensitivity of tritium facility requirements to plasaa
and reactor parameters were performed using the trit-
ium systems code (TCODE).3 A significant fraction of
tha FY 1977 effort was pat into this code development
activity in order to provide a tool for broad range
parametric analysis. TCODE has che capability of
varying any of SO input variables and calculating, the
resole of these variations upon any of the 60 output
variables. Numerous parametric studies of TNS param
•tars were completed with TCUDE. Out of these, three
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plaaw related p n u n m war* Identified which had <t
profound Influence u|>un (ha requlrml pertoriMnca of cha
tritiumhandling and vacuum aystama. Thasa parameters
uara the particle confinement time, cha reflectance
coefficient, and the dwell time.

Particle Confinement Tlaa

Figure Z Illustrates the sudden sharp drop in
achievable fractional burnup at particle confinement
tiiwi Tp, values less than 2 seconds and also shows
Che expected corresponding Increase in tritium exhaust
rate (the base case reflectance coefficient used in
thai* analysts was 0.97). Because the anticipated
particle confinement time tor hath INS and TNS-UP is in
Che range 1.5 to 2.5 seconds and in light of the fact
chat vacuum system size and cost scale roughly linearly
with tritium exhaust rate and fractional burnup,
potential deviations of tp from the projected values
can have 4 profound effect on vacuum system design
requirement!. This point Is further illustrated in
Fig. 3 where the required total pumping speed and
Individual pump capacity are plotted against Tp.
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of fuel burnup
and flow races Co Tp

Two other Important parameters, the required
spaed per pump and the minimum allowable duct diameter
are plotted against Tp In Fig. 4, for cases where all
other Independent parameters were fixed at the values
given in Table 1. The most sensitive result lie re is
in tha required pump speed for TNS-UP which results
••inly from cha shorter dwell period for this scenario.
(Aa indicated In Table 1 a pump regeneration tine of
4 hours was assumed in these calculations.) Since it
Is proving desirable fron the standpoint of nuclear
design requirements to minimize both the number of
ducta and the duct cross-sectional area, the torus
•vacuatlan systems are designed so that the duct con-
ductance is a minimum value and the pump speed is suf-
ficiently high to produce Che required total evacuation
spead. As a result a small change in duct diameter,
d, la found to cause a much larger change in Individual
pump epcad, in terms of achieving the required overall
pumping speed at the torus. Therefore, Che required

ISO

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

a « « » IO
PARTICLE CONFINEMENT TIME . s e c

Fig. 3. Effect of Tp on pumping speed (at the corus
and pump capacity

a.
3

5

S

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

s
5

M-ll

PARTICLE CONFINEMENT TIME . s e c

Fig. It. Ispact of Tp on pumping stat ion design

pump speed i s a strong function af Tp (for a fixed <tuct
diameter), while the required duct diameter, d, i s a
racher weak function of T D . (Duct conductance Is a
function at d? and d<3.)

Because particle confinement time significantly
affects the tritium throughput rates, tritium Inven-
tories (particularly those in the reactor buildinc)
are also very sensitive to Tp. The sensitivities of
total and pump-located tritium inventories as a func-
tion of Tp are shown in Fig. 5. While a sizable
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Fig. S. Tritium inventoriea as a functio-i of Tp

fraction of the total Inventory can be retained eafaly
within oultlple levels of containment, It ia difficult
CO multiply-contain the cryopumps so as to be reason-
ably sure that an accident will not release the pump-
stored tritium to the reactor building. (For example,
the pump Inventory is considered to be much more vul-
nerable than Is the tritium inventory in storage.)
Comparison of the IMS and TNS-UP cases in Fig. S shows
the sizable advantages of a longer dwell time (lower
duty factor) device from the standpoint of pump-stored
tritium when particle confinement times are less than
2 saconda.

Reflectance Coefficient

The reflectance coefficient, R, is defined as the
probability that an escaping plasma particle will
eventually recycle back into the plasma. In a reactor
such as TNS, which does not have a divertor, R Is
expected to be very close to unity, i.e., greater than
0.90. On the other hand, a reactor with a 90Z effi-
cient divertor would have R = 0.10. The fractional
burnup la a reciprocal function of 1-R and the tritium
exhaust race is a linear function of 1-R. The effect
of R upon required pumping speed at the torus and trlt-
iua inventory is shown in Fig. 6. Pumping speed Is
moderately senaitlve to R, and criciun inventories
depend upon tritium throughput rates and are, there-
fore, linearly dependent on 1-R as seen in Fig. 6.

Dwell Tla»

Sloe* the TNS might be upgraded to produce high
temperature sensible heat, the consequences of oper-
ating the reactor at high duty factor (TNS-UP) muse
ba evaluated. In a reactor of this type the burn tine
Is limited so there la strong 'incentive to operate with
as ahorC a dwell time as is possible. Dwell tine has
the greatest Impact upon the torus evacuation system.
Aa shown in Fig. 7, required pumping speeds become very
sensitive, co the dwell period when che dwell time Is
leas than 40 seconda. Also, pumping speed and assoc-
l«ted coats are profoundly affected aa the dwell time
U shortened. At short dwall tlaea, conventional

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

40001

0 0 J 0 4 0 « OS 1
REFLECTANCE COEFFICIENT

Fig. 6. Effect of r e f l ec tance coefficient on
required spaed and t r i t ium inventory

3000

GA/ANI TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

20 40 <0 B0 100

DWELL TIME, sec

Fig. 7. Dramatic effect of dwell time on vacuum
system requirements and tritium Inventory

vacuua pumps such as turbo-pumps would become prohibi-
tively expensive and cryo-pumps would have co be used.
In addition to effects on the required pumping spued,
the number and size of ,the vacuum penetrations must
dramatically Increase as the dwell time becomus shorter.
OCher key crltium facility parameters such as Inven-
tories (see Fig. 7) are also significantly affected
because higher duty factor operation requires higher
daily tritium throughput rates.
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Central Conclusions

Tritium systems for a non-bruding, low duty
factor tokamak ignition test reactor having passive
Impurity control can, for the most pare, be designed
with techniques and components available today. Proof
«etlnE. with detailed design and experimental verifi-
cation. Is required, and Che TSTA a» ic Is presently
conceived2 should adequately serve this need.

Substantial enhancement of che duty factor and/
or addition of a dlvertor would require further devel-
opment in technology, particularly In vacuum component
design.

Large uncertainties In plar.ma parameters, likely
to persist through all TNS design stages, make a ver-
•atile. conservatively uceled fuel cycle design
mandatary.

The Rite and cost of the vacuum system are much
•ore sensitive to reactor daslKn end plasma perform-
ance parameters Chan are those oi che tritium systems.

Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

1. High duty (actor operation requires a dramatic
Increase in pumping speed and in the number and
size of penetrations. Comparing THS to TN5-UP,
the required speed per pump rises from 4 m^/sec
to 24 mVsec, the number of penetrations rises
from 3 to 12 and the required mean diameter of the
penetrations Increases from 0.50 m to 0.70 ra. The
resulting costs of the vacuum system will rise
from about $0.8 « 10& for TNS to about 56 x 106

for TNS-UP.

2. UhiJe a higher duty factor results in substantial
increases in tritium throughput rates and inven-
tories, overall costs and technological require-
ments for the fuel cycle systems are not signifi-
cantly affected.

3. Cryo-based pumps were identified as the best
vacuum pimping option for near-term (TNS-type)
tokiaifc reactor* and the only satisfactory option
for an upgraded THS and for poat-TNS reactors.

4. Plasma related parameters such as particle con-
finement time, reflectance coefficient, and dwell
time were found to have substantial effects upon
tritium and vacuum system requirements.

5. Cryogenic trapping followed by hoc-geccering us
the crapped species is che preferred option tor
Impurity removal because It appears to accommodate
• wide range of impurity concentrations and species.
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